IDEA Center Lab Tables Resolution

Sponsors: Clarissa Caballero, Caruth Representative & Quinton Smith, Non-Voting Representative
Co-Sponsors: Jessica Mitchell, Public Relations Committee Chair

Convinced that many Austin College students and professors would benefit from installing tables outside of IDEA Center lab classrooms,

Aware that students have to put food and drinks on the ground before going into lab,

Informed that the Idea Center currently has a table like this outside of room 305 that is fully functional and is helpful to students and professors alike in that it allows them to put their food and drinks on this table rather than the ground,

Observed that the proposed tables are fully compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations in terms of size and location,

Noting that multiple professors in the Idea Center have shown interest and support of having tables outside of lab classrooms,

Be it Resolved that the Student Assembly authorizes the purchase seventeen tables (21” diameter) from Workplace Resource Group for $4800.00 to be installed outside of the IDEA lab classrooms.